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INTRODUCTION 

Several of the Federal Housing Administration's multifamily mort

gage insurance programs have experienced high rates of default, assign

ment, and foreclosure, which have resulted in drains on HUD's insurance 

funds. This failure experience raises two broad policy issues. First, 

how can FHA's underwriting and production processes be modified to 

reduce the number of unviable projects constructed; and second, once a 

pr01ect begins to experience serious problems, what management tools 

are available to minimize loss to the federal government. Considera

tion of these policy issues requires a thorough understanding of the 

factors that cause multifamily projects to fail. 

The purpose of this paper is to survey empirical studies that seek 

to explain financial failure among insured multifamily housing pro

jects. During the past decade, HUD's central offices have initiated 

three major empirical efforts. The first of these--the Three Region 

study--was completed in 1973 with data collected from regions III, VI, 

and IX [19]. This study was followed by the BPA study, conducted in 

region IX by the Berkeley Planning Associates and using the Three 

Region data [4]. The second major effort--the OPAE study--was con

ducted in 1975 by HUD's central Office of Program Analysis and Evalu

ation, and included the collection of nationwide data [16]. Soon after 

this study was published, Robert Mendelsohn, who participated in the 

OPAE work, used the same data base to conduct an independent analysis 

[12]. Finally, in 1977 HOD-central initiated the third major empirical 
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effort, including substantial data collec ti~n--the Task Force study. 

This study consists of two reports: one devoted to unsubsidized pro

jects (21J, and one on subsidized projects (22J. 

In addition to these three major efforts and the two associated 

studies, there have been several relevant empirical efforts. In 1977, 

Robert Sadacca completed an analysis of multifamily failure using data 

collec ted for. an assessment of management techniques in multifamily 

housing projects D3J, and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 

formulated a model to predict demands on HUD's insurance funds (24J. 

Host of these studies focus primarHy on FHA-insured, subsidized 

multifamily projects constructed and operated under Sections 236 and 

221(d)(3) of the National Housing Act. Only the Task Force study (21J 

• is concerned with unsubsidized programs, which make up 45 percent of 

the financially troubled projects in HUD's multifamily inventory 

((21J, p. VII-3). Although an understanding of failure in the conven

tional multifamily mortgage market would contribute significantly to an 

analysis of FHA's failure experience, we know of no studies of conven

tionally financed multifamily projects. In fact, a recent GAO report 

indicates that it may be impossible even to determine the proportion of 

conventionally financed multifamily proj ects that fail ((6 J, p. 79). 

In order to gain some perspective on the existing multifamily 

literature, this paper draws on two related bodies of analysis. 

First, a limited number of studies have explored the causes of failure 

among business ventures. ~.;'e rely in particular on work by Edward 

Altman (1 & 2J, which has been criticized and extended by others (llJ. 
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Second, considerable research has focused on single-family home mort

gage foreclosure. This literature was comprehensively reviewed by 

Martin Gellen in 1977 [9]. 

This paper consists of five sections and three appendices. First, 

we discuss the existing models of failure in terms of their dependent 

and explanatory variables. The second section describes the data 

collected and used in each of the relevant studies, and section three 

briefly reviews estimation methods. In the fourth section we present 

the results of. all the relevant empirical studies, and finally, the 

fifth section contains conclusions and recommendations for further 

analysis- Appendices A, B, and C contain, respectively, regression 

equations as reported in the OPAE, Mendelsohn, and BPA studies • .. 



I. MODELS 

In this section the models used in the studies of multifamily 

financial failure are described in terms of the variables employed. 

First, the dependent variable, financial failure, is discussed. Then 

the variables that are utilized to explain failure are considered. 

Both macroeconomic and microeconomic models are reviewed. 

Dependent Variable 

All the papers surveyed attempt to explain financial failure. 

However, financial failure can be defined in a number of ways. Altman 

not!s that three commonly used generic terms--failure, insolyency, and 

bankruptcy--have several meanings ((lJ p. 2). At one extreme, any firm 

earning a rate of return on investment which is less than its oppor

tunity cost is a failure. Such a firm may, of course, earn a positive 

rate of return, may remain in operation indefinitely, and may always 

be able to meet legally enforceable obligations. At the other extreme, 

failure may be defined in terms of loss to creditors made permanent by 

actions in a bankruptcy court, or the write-off of bad debts. Failure 

need not involve cessation of operations even in bankruptcy. For 

example, bankruptcy reorganization is a judicially supervised procedure 

for financial recovery. 

In the case of insured multifamily housing, the ultimate con

cern of the federal government is in situations involving financial 

loss to the u.S. Treasury. However, failure may be defined to include 
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financial conditions which are likely to result in such losses even 

though the losses have in fact not yet been incurred. The failure 

process is time dependent. In the case of FHA-insured projects, it may 

be said to extend through four stages. The first is a situation which 

may be described as financial difficulty, characterized by negative 

cash flow, or by other indicators of financial risk such as a low ratio 

of cash flow to total debt, or by actions, such as waiver of contribu

tions to replacement reserves, presumab ly taken to avert more serious 

problems. In a broad sense, even this stage may be defined as finan

cial failure, although upless there is a waiver of mortgage insurance 

premium, there is no loss to the government. A project may, of course, 

experience various types of financial difficulty repeatedly, yet be 
.. 

viable in ehe Icing run. The second stage, defaul t, occurs when a 

mortgagor is in arrears in any of his payments to the mortgagee. 

Default involves at least temporary loss to the mortgagee, but not to 

the government. Like the first stage, default can occur repeatedly, 

and projects which have defaulted also may be viable in the long run. 

In the third stage, assignment, HUD acquires the mortgage, replacing 

the original mortgagee. A mortgage is assigned only if it is in 

default, but it subsequently may be made current, and again long-term 

viab ility is possible. Government losses occur only if a project is 

unable to recover and amortize its accumulated delinquency. The final 

stage is foreclosure and acquisition of the property by HUD. Techni

cally, foreclosure may not result in acquisition of a project, but in 

prac tice it nearly always does. When HUD acquires a project it may 

continue to operate it, receiving rental income and incurring operating 
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expenses. If operating revenues are sufficient to cover operating 

expenses, loss to the government at this stage exists only to the 

extent that a property acquired by HUD has a market value less than the 

balance of the mortgage. If revenues do not cover expenses, HUn must 

subsidize a project's operating costs. These losses are realized when 

HUD sells the project. A HUD study on multifamily property disposition 

reports on a model of comparative gains to HUD of alternative methods 

of property disposition [20]. A mortgagee may foreclose a defaulted 

project without assigning the mortgage to HUD. Most multifamily 

mortgagees, however, avoid the costs of foreclosure by exercising their 

option to assign defaulted projects. 

Models may be constructed to explain failure in an inclusive 

sense, or to explain the more serious problems in the later stages of 

the progression. Variables relevant to explaining one stage may not be 

useful in explaining another. Much of the single family literature 

concentrates on foreclosure--the final stage [9]. However, attempts to 

use foreclosure alone as the dependent variable for multifamily housing 

are reported as unsuccessful ([12] p. 15). There are at least two 

reasons for this lack of success. First, relatively few foreclosures 

are present in the data sets used. Hendelsohn reports that only 29 

projects insured under the 236 program were in acquired status as of 

March, 1974 ([12] p. 15). Many projects have been acquired since; the 

Task Force study reports 279 subsidized projects in acquired status 

([22] p. 45). Thus, a statistical analysis using recent data might be 

more successful. Second, as OPAE notes, a decision to foreclose is 

frequently motivated by political factors ([16], p. C-3), and the data 
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sets used in the studies Surveyed here may not provide very useful 

explanatory variables. 

Most studies define failures as projects in either foreclosure or 

assignment status. BPA [4] and OMB [24] report regression results 

using foreclosures and assignments as the dependent variable. OPAE and 

Mendelsohn (12] also use foreclosure and assignment, but only in 

regressions in which the sample includes only proj ects which have 

defaulted. In Sadacca's work [13], a failed project is one which has 

at some point in its history been assigned. Since HUD-owned proj ects 

are generally first assigned, Sadacca's concept is equivalent to using 

foreclosures and assignments. Defining failure as either foreclosure 

or assignment has the advantage of confining the concept to situations 

which are not temporary. A project may be in and out of default 

repeatedly; a mortgage is assigned only once. 

Many of the studies use a broader definition as well. OPAE [16] 

and Mendelsohn [12] use cross-sectional regressions in which failures 

are defined as projects which have defaulted after final endorsement, 

regardless of whether they were in default at the time of data collec

tion. They also report regressions for projects which default before 

construction is complete and before final endorsement, which they 

reason is associated with diffp-rent explanatory variables than is 

default after endorsement. A Region IX study [18] is devoted exclu

sively to determining causes of defaults before final endorsement. BPA 

(4] runs regressions in which failure is defined as default at any time 

during project life, or assignment. or foreclosure. Thus. the BPA 

variable and the OPAE variable are similar except that BPA does not 
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distinguish between default befot:'e and after final endorsement. The 

Three Regions study (19] also uses default, assignment, or foreclosure. 

The Task Force study (21, 22] defines troubled projects as those in de

fault, assignment, or acquired status, although they present many 

tables distinguishing characteristics among those three categories. 

Only the Sadacca study (13] tests definition of failure involving 

financial difficulty--the first stage of financial failure. In parti

cular, Sadacca uses the existence of a mortgage modification as a de

pendent variable. Mortgage modifications &re frequently used to avert 

or cure defaults, and to help assigned projects become current. 

Several of the studies discussed here treat mortgage modification as a 

possible explanatory variable. Finally, only the macro work by Henry 

Birnkrant and Anita Bishop of the Office of Management and Budget 

(13] seeks to explain dollar losses to the FHA insurance funds. 

Macroeconomic Approach 

There are two broad approaches to explaining failure--a macro

economic approach and a microeconomic approach. The micro approach has 

dominated both the housing literature and the literature on business 

failure. 

The macro approach relates economic aggregates to the rate of 

failure. In its ongoing analysis of business cycles, the National 

Bureau of Economic Research has used the number of business failures 

with liabilities over $100,000 and total failure liability among their 

economic indicators. Almost the only work attempting to dil:'ect1y 

explain failures with economic aggregates is by Altman (1]. He 
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examines the relationship between changes in quarterly business failure 

rates and changes in GNP, the money supply, and the Standard and Poors 

stock index, using a simple, one equation linear regression model and a 

variety of discrete lags. Gellen notes that there is little macro work 

relating to single-family foreclosures ([ 9] p. 21). Von Furs tenberg 

reports an unsuccessful attempt to relate the effect of monetary condi

tions on the level of single-family default rates ([25] p. 11). 

The only work examined which utilizes a macro approach to ex

plain multifamily failures is the model developed by the Birnkrant and 

Bishop [24]. The purpose of the OMB model is to forecast FHA insurance 

fund out lays. To explain multifamily acquisitions and outlays, OMB 

uses in various equations, the Consumer Price Index, the prime interest 

rate, thange in personal income, the volume of insurance written, a 

dummy for 1972-74--the period of FHA underwriting scandals and price 

controls, and a time trend. 

Aggregate data cannot be used to forecast failure of an indivi

dual firm, of course, since some firms and projects survive any adverse 

macro changes. However, adverse macroeconomic conditions increase the 

financial risk faced by all firms, increasing the probability of 

failure. Many of those which are otherwise weak will fail. Since 

developmental work with the OMB model lS still In progress, final 

results of macroeconomic results have not been published. Preliminary 

results, however, indicate that the Consumer Price Index and the 

unemployment rate are both useful In predicting demands on FHA lnsur

ance funds. In the remainder of the paper we will focus solely on the 

microeconomic approach. 
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~icroeconomic Approach 

The micro approach attempts to pinpoint the reasons for and fac

tors associated with failure of individual firms. This is not to 

say that a micro analysis is necessarily oriented toward forecasting 

failure of an individual firm, although such a forecast is ideal. 

Micro models isolate factors which are associated with the probability 

of failure of an individual firm, or, viewed another way, micro models 

can estimate the proportion of firms in a particular class which will 

fail. For example, many studies find that projects which are rehab and 

which have non-profit sponsors are more often failures than are limited 

dividend new construction proj ects. Some non-profit rehabs are suc

cessful, of course, and a venture with these characteristics is by no 

means certain to fail. However, there is a relatively high probability 

of failure for such a project. 

To explain what causes failure, many analysts in the business 

failure literature separate factors into two categories--immediate 

causes, which touch off the financial crisis; and underlying causes, 

which presumably make the firm susceptible to the immediate cause (for 

example, see [5], (8], and (14]). Of course it is the underlying 

causes which are of primary interest. Unfortunately, except in a few 

cases, it is difficult to classify variables as immediate or underlying 

causes. The ultimate immediate cause is lack of funds to pay current 

obligations. That this "ca.use" reveals little about why a firm fails 

is well recognized. On the other hand, the ultimate underlying cause 

may always be said to be poor managerial decisions by sponsors, under

writers, or managers. No matter what disaster befalls a business firm, 
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sufficient managerial foresight could have avoided it. Thus one can 

always blame management.for business failure. However, the manager of 

the failed firm may have performed in exactly the same way as the 

manager of a successful firm did. Both had a probability of failure, 

while one failed and the other did not. Identifying the ultimate 

underlying cause alone, therefore, does not necessarily provide a 

useful understanding of why failure occurred. 

Except for these two extremes, analysts disagree on which vari 

ables constitute immediate causes and which are underlying. The 

categories are nearly arbitrary. For example, suppose a multifamily 

project is placed in a poor location, characterized by inadequate 

access to amenities and social services and plagued by a high crime 

rate. This location gives rise to high vacancy rates which, in turn, 

results in a revenue shortfall, default, and finally foreclosure. The 

underlying cause might be said to be poor location, the immediate cause 

a high vacancy rate. Viewed differently, high vacancies are the 

underlying cause, and the revenue shortfall is the immediate cause. 

Again, however, the ultimate underlying cause is the poor decision by 

the sponsor and underwriters who allowed the project to be constructed 

at that location in the first place. 

An alternative, and in our view more useful way of categorizing 

potential explanatory variables, is to consider them as being one of 

three types: (1) variables which are simultaneously determined with 

failure; (2) lagged dependent variables; Rnd (3) exogenous variables. 

Not all variables are clearly assignable to one rather than another of 

these categories, but relative to the separation of underlying and 
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immediate causes, these categories considerably sharpen the distinc

tions between levels of _causation. 

The usefulness of variables which are simultaneously determined 

with failure is limited. They may be useful in identifying other 

dimensions and neglected costs of failure, and a simultaneous equation 

model may provide a more complete picture of failure than a single 

equation model. Powever, simultaneously determined explanatory vari

ables in single equation models of the type used in the studies re

viewed here neither provide important insight into why failure occurs 

nor do they contribute to assessing the probability that a firm will 

fail in the future. Simultaneously determined variables can be classi

fied as immediate causes of failure. Some apparently simultaneously 

determined variables may still be useful in forecasting failure if they 

are not, in fact simultaneous, but instead make trouble visible before 

failure actually occurs. Some of the disagreement among business 

failure analysts regarding failure causes is disagreement about whether 

variables are in fact simultaneously determined with failure. For 

example, Altman uses financial ratios of liquidity, profitability, 

leverage, solvency, and activity to forecast failure (1). Critics of 

Altman's approach contend that his financial variables are tautological 

descriptions of failure--in effec t that they are simultaneously deter

mined with failure [11]. Altman notes that his variables allow him to 

forecast failure several years prior to its occurrence, claiming in 

effect that his variables are of the lagged dependent category [2]. 

To illustrate some of the difficulty with the use of simultane

ously determined variables, consider an example from the studies of 
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multifamily failures surveyed here. OPAE and BPA include use of mort

gage modification agreements as an explanatory variable. OPAE reports 

that use of such agreements is strongly and positively associated with 

the likelihood of failure. BPA reports similar resul ts [4]. The 

authors of the OPAE study interpret this result as showing that mort

gage modification agreements are ineffective as default remedies. The 

expected sign is negative, in their view ([16] p. C-5). On the other 

hand, mortgage modification is a remedy granted only to projects which 

are in some degree of financial trouble. It is not surprising that a 

number of these projects fail. BPA states that the expected sign is 

positive ([4], Vol. 3, p. 68). The differences between the two studies 

regarding this variable illustrate the difficulty in interpreting 

simultaneous variables. 

In contrast to simultaneously determined variables, lagged depen

dent variables can play an important role in a model of failure. 

Lagged dependent variables must be viewed as immediate and not under

lying causes, but they are nonetheless useful for forecasting. This 

is, a~ noted earlier, the position of Altman regarding financial ratios 

for forecasting business failure. The character of the lagged depen

dency is often quite complex. An outstanding example of a complex 

lagged dependent variable in the multifamily failure studies is the use 

by OPAE of default prior to final endorsement to explain default after 

final endorsement. It is by far their strongest statistical result. 

Exogenous variables such as type of sponsor, project location, 

design characteristics of the project, tenant characteristics, and 

experience of management include both immediate and underlying causes. 
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All underlying causes are exogenous, but in the eyes of some analysts, 

many immediate causes are exogenous as well. Exogenous variab les are 

potentially useful for forecasting and for explaining why failure 

occurs, although regarding the latter, it is worth noting again that 

poor or inexperienced management can always be blamed for any failure. 

Explanatory Variables 

Bearing in mind the threeway distinction drawn above, one can gain 

perspective on the explanatory variables used in the multifamily fail 

ure studies by placing them into 12 categories, constituting three main 

groups--eharacteristics and behavior of the actors in the process, 

characteristics of the project; and characteristics of financing and 

the program (see Exhibit 1). Not all of the studies explicitly state 

their hypotheses about these explanatory variables; but when they do, 

we report them briefly. 

Characteristics and Behavior of the Actors 

This group includes a wide variety of both exogenous and simul

taneously determined variables. 

Project Sponsor. The most widely used variable in this category 

is sponsor type; studies generally expect profit motivated sponsors to 

be more successful than non-profits and cooperatives. Other important 

variables include sponsor's experience and the relationship between 

sponsor and manager. Generally, observers expect experience to reduce 

the likelihood of financial failure. The expected effect of the 

relationship between sponsor and manager is less certain; it could be 

argued that if a sponsor hires an outside management agent, HOO can 
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EXHIBIT 1

Categories of Explanatory Variables

A. Characteristics and Behavior of the Action

1. Project Sponsor
2. Project Management
3. Project Mortgagee
4. Tenants
5. Local Government Officials
6. HUO Underwriters and Processors

B. Characteristics of the Project

1. Property
2. Location
3. Age
4. Project Social Characteristics

•

C. Characteristics of Financing and the Program

1. Project Financial History
2. Characteristics of the Insurance Program

and the Mortgage

,
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exert more leverage over management practices and reduce the risk of 

failure. Although not included in any of the models, sponsors' reac

tion to income taxes and other incentive policies probably plays an 

important role. For example, the threat of detrimental tax conse

quences may encourage profit motivated sponsors to avoid foreclosure 

(see BPA (4], vol. 3, p. 10). 

Project Management. This category includes variables such as 

management quality--as evaluated by local HUD officials, the presence 

of a resident project manager, management's experience and profession

alism, and continuity of management. Sadacca [13] also considers 

several variables describing managerial attitudes and responsibilities. 

Many of the management variables are difficult to interpret. Several, 
.. 

such as high turnover, may be- simultaneously determined with failure. 

Others, such as management quality, are suspect 'because of their 

subjectiveness; it is not surprising to know that the managers of 

failing projects are rated as unsatisfactory by local HUD officials 

[ 19] • Generally, failure is expected to be associated with non

resident management, inexperience, lack of professional management 

staff, poor quality, and high turnover. 

Project Mortgagee. This category of variables is entirely 

neglected in quantitiative analyses, although it is recognized as 

relevant to mortgage assignment ((16], p. E-2). The type of mortgagee 

may be associated with the likelihood of assignment. Other possib Ie 

characteristics of importance might include the size of the mortgagee, 

its volume of business, its total assets, its location, and whether or 

not it services its own mortgages. 
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Tenants. Tenant characteristics, which include race, age, income, 

rent to income ratio, and family size, are basically exogenous vari 

ables. In some instances, however, they may be simultaneously deter

mined with failure. BPA ([4J, vol. 3, p. 23) notes, for example, that 

as a project deteriorates, higher income tenants will seek other 

opportunities, leaving only lower income residents behind. Most of the 

studies acknowledge that tenant characteristics are highly interre

lated, but expect failure to be associated with large families, low 

incomes, large numbers of children, single-headed households, large 

proportions of minorities, and high rent to income ratios. 

Local Government Officials. None of the studies attempt to test 

the effects of local government ac tions regarding rent levels, evic

tions, housing standards, or tax rates. The potential imp0rtance of 

these factors is mentioned, however [15, 21, 22J. 

HOD Underwriters and Processors. Several observers have argued 

that inadequate underwriting and processing standards within HUD are 

responsible for the multifamily failure experience [6, 21, 22J. 

Therefore, variables such as processing delay, field office experience, 

field office workload, completeness of underwriting documentation, and 

accuracy of revenue and cost estimates are quantitatively assessed. 

The studies generally assume that the risk of failure is reduced by 

experienced staff, minimal delays, smaller workloads, complete documen

tation, and accurate estimates. Completeness of documentation is seen 

as an indication of field office diligence, and the accuracy of cost 

and revenue estimates represents a field office's competence. While 

most of these variables are exogenous, accuracy of estimates may be 
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simultaneously determined wtth fa llure or lagged dependent; since no 

project with estimated costs exceeding estimated revenues would be 

approved for production, the estimates are almost guaranteed to be 

proven inaccurate when a project fails. 

Characteristics of the Project. 

Project characteristics tend to be exogenous variables, except for 

those in the category of project social characteristics, some of which 

may be simultaneously determined with failure. 

Property. This category encompasses most static construction and 

design variables such as project size, composition of residential 

units, appliances, and whether a project is newly constructed or 

rehabilitated. These variables are clearly exogenous, but some studies 
• 

also measure the- effect of a project's physical condition, which is 

more likely to be simultaneously determined. Generally, rehab projects 

are expected to be Tllore prone to failure than new construc tion. The 

OPAE study expects projects with many bedroo~s per unit to have higher 

failure rates, possibly because such projects would house large fami

lies with children. Several studies expec t highrises to experience 

relatively high failure rates, since they are dense and can pose 

serious security and maintenance problems. Similarly, large projects 

are expected to fail more often than projects with fewer units. 

Alternatively, one could argue that larger projects benefit from 

economies of scale and are less likely to fail. The studies do not 

state clear expectations about the effects of appliances and services 

such as air conditioning. ~hese variables can be interpreted as 
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indicators of housing quality and associated '..,ith success, or they can 

be viewed as substantial expenses to be associated with failure. 

Location. The studies test a wide variety of locational vari 

ables. Several attempt to describe a project's neighborhood by ana

lyzing census tract characteristics such as race, income, unemployment 

rate, proximity of other rental units, vacancy rate, and physical 

condition. Mendelsohn [12] also includes SI1SA average income and 

rental vacancy rate. Generally these studies assume that failure is 

~ssociated with vacancy rates, and poor physical condition. Mendelsohn 

hypothesizes that substantial numbers of nearby rental units decrease 

the likelihood of failure, since they imply that multifamily housing is 

appropriate in the area. The studies also measure the efEect of 

location in a core city and in an urban renewaf area, presumably 

expecting both types of location to increase the likelihood of failure. 

Finally, several of the studies test for differences among HUD regions, 

although they do not discuss their expectations. Location l1ariables 

are all exogenous except to the extent that a failing project may 

change the characteristics of its surroundings. 

Age. Many of the studies include a measure of project age. The 

expected impact of this variable is uncertain; the likelihood of 

failure may be highest during a project's early life, or specific years 

might be associated with failure due to unexpectedly high inflation and 

other macroeconomic phenomena. Age is clearly an exogenous variable. 

Proj ect Social Characteristics. This category describes inter

actions between tenants, management, and a project's physical charac

teristics, and includes such variables as vandalism rates, eviction 
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rates, vacancy rates, levels of rent delinquencies, tenants' sense of 

security, and adequacy of police protection. Studies assume that high 

rates of vandalism, evictions, vacancies, large rent delinquencies, 

tenant insecurity, and poor police services increase the probability of 

failure. Variables in this category are difficult to interpret, 

however, because many of them may be simultaneously determined with 

failure. 

Characteristics of Financing and the Program. 

This group includes exogenous, lagged dependent, and s imul tane

ously determined variables. 

Project Financial History. This category includes variables such 

as net cash flow, number of defaults, breakdown of expenses, size of 

first re~t increase, number and type of mortgage modifications, and per 

unit cost of construction. Although some of these variables may appear 

to be simultaneously determined with failure, several may actually be 

lagged dependent. Studies generally assume that failure will be asso

ciated with low or negative cash flow, many defaults, and high ex

penses. The studies do not agree on the expected effects of mortgage 

modifications. Large initial rent increases might be associated wi th 

failure, on the assumption that the increase is approved to bailout an 

already troubled project; or with success, on the assumption that a 

sizeable rent increase starts a project out on firm footing. Simi

larly, high per unit construction costs might be viewed as indicative 

of good quality or impending delinquencies. Overall, variables in this 

category seem to us to be underemphasized. 
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Characteristics of the Insurance Program and the Mortgage. This 

category encompases variables identifying HUn insurance programs. 

Several of the studies test these characteristics on the assumption 

that one insuring program may produce more failures than others. None 

of the studies, however, test the loan to value ratio, which is of 

central importance in the single family literature [9]. Although there 

is very little variation in loan to value ratio among mul tifa-roily 

projects, sponsor type may serve as a proxy for this variable. Non-

profits are eligible for insurance on mortgages up to 100 percent of 

replacement cost, while the maximum for profit motivated sponsors is 90 

percent. 

The studies reviewed concentrate on different categories of 

variables. The BPA [4] and the Three Regions [19] studies, which draw 

on the largest data set, include variables representative of each 

category except characteristics of the mortgagee. The OPAE study [16] 

has no information on management and relatively little financial 

information, though it deals extensively with tenant and neighborhood 

characteristics. The Mendelsohn study [12] focuses almost exclusively 

on project location characteristics. Sadacca's [13] variables are 

largely tenant and management characteristics, and characteristics of 

the project social environment. 



II. DATA 

Each of the three major empirical studies included a data collec

tion effort. For the Three Region study [19], data was collected on 

618 projects developed under Sections 236 and 221(d)(3) in Regions III, 

VI, and IX. The OPAE data set [l6] includes some information on the 

total universe of Section 236, 221(d)(3), and 207 projects existing at 

the time, with more complete data on about 900 236 projects. For the 

subsidized program phase of the Task Force study [22], data were 

collected on 338 troubled projects insured under subsidized multi

family programs, as well as some information on the universe of multi

family projects. Interviews were also conducted with a number of 

individuals not connected with specific projects. For the unsubsidized 

phase of the Task Force study [21], data were collected on 228 troubled 

projects with additional information again gathered through interviews 

with industry professionals. The other stud ies reviewed have either 

used one of the three maj or data sets or developed much smaller data 

sets. 

The studies obtained their data from three basic sources--HUD 

forms and reports, interviews and questionnaires administered to 

Lelevant actors, and census information. HIm forms and reports can 

provide extensive financial data and information about tenants, while 

interviews and questionnaires may be more useful for gathering informa

tion about the behavior of important actors, and the census is the most 

complete source of neighborhood and SMSA characteristics. 
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While internal rum forms and reports offer a valuable data source, 

t,vo of the 1llaj or studies encountered problems in obtaining all the 

information they needed. THE OPAE study relied primarily on published, 

summary reports, and therefore lost much of the detail available from 

FHA's processing forms (16]. The Task Force study attempted to extract 

data from these processing forms, but reported that they were unable to 

locate information that should have been available «(21], p. III-19, 

(22], p. 19). One possible explanation is that the Task Force tried to 

extract some of its data from a form used internally for field office 

analysis, and might have experienced greater success by using forms 

submitted by projects for field office review (3]. 

Three Region Study 

In the spring of 1973, data on 61~ Section 236 and 221(d)(3) 

projects in Regions III, VI, and IX were collected for the Three Region 

study. All projects had reached permission to occupy status by May 

1972. The sample <,1a8 selected to include SO percent of the nonfailures 

in the regions, SO percent of the failures (defined as projects in 

default, assignment, or foreclosure), and 100 percent of those pcojects 

with negative cash flow. Three data instruments were used: (1) A 151 

item form for recording basic proiect data, with items drawn from HUD 

forms 2013, 2264, 2485, 2500, 92458, 92470, and 92558; (2) a 68-item 

questionnaire administered to HUD field office staff familiar with each 

project, which included questions on management, the social environment 

of the project, its financial status, construction defects, and other 

items; and (3) a 66-item questionnaire administered to project managers 
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or management agents. This questionnaire, essentially the same as the-

one administered to the HqD staff, was completed for 219 of the samp~ed 

projects. BPA [4] used only data from the first two instruments and 

reduced the number of variables considered to 91. 

OPAE Study 

The data used in the OPAE study [16], collected in early 1974, is 

confined to Section 236 projects. Forty-five data items were gathered 

from five HUD sources and merged with 42 items of the 1970 Census Tract 

information on population, housing stock, and housing markets. The HUD 

sources were: HPMC Report 02. "Selected Mul tifamily Status Reports, 

Mortgage Insurance Programs;" HM records on defaults and foreclosures; 

HPMC records on defaults; HPMC records on Section 236 projects which 

have applied for rent supplement authority; and HPMC records of tenant 

income statements. Tne universe of 236 projects at the time of data 

collection was 4,154, and basic data was collected for all. The census 

data merge reduced the sample to 900. Tenant characteristics were 

available for 2,000 projects. The OPAE regressions were run using the 

census data sample. Mendelsohn [12]. who assisted in the preparation 

of the OPAE study, used the OPAE data with the addition of some vari 

abIes describing the ffi1SA in which the project is located. 

Task Force Study 

The data used in the subsidized phase of the Task Force study [22] 

were collected in the summer of 1977. Data on 338 insured subsidized 

multifamily proj ects in defau1 t, assignment, or acquired status were 
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collected from 13 Area Offices. Information was derived from a two-

part questionnaire administered to appropriate Area Office personnel 

for each project, and to managers or owners of 65 selected projects. 

Some of the information on the questionnaires was in turn drawn from 

the 2264, 92558, and other forms. Other questions asked opinions of 

the respondents regarding the severity and importance of various prob

lems the project experienced. In addition to the data on troubled pro

j ects, the Task Force collected limited information on the entire in

ventory of multifamily projects from Central Office sources. Finally, 

the Task Force interviewed 71 industry professionals, including mort

gage bankers, developers, attorneys, and local housing officials. 

regarding general market conditions, the nature of proj ect problems, 

and the HUn programs and their implementation. Those interviewed were 

not connected with particular projects in the sample. 

Data for the unsubsidized phase of the Task Force study [21] were 

collected in the summer of 1978. The researchers structured the data 

gathering effort in a manner similar to that for the subsidized phase 

in order to facilitate later comparisons between problems of subsidized 

and unsubsidized projects in financial distress. Data on 228 HUD

insured unsubsidized projects in default, assignment or acquired status 

were collected from 12 area offices. Nine of the offices were among 

those used in the subsidized phase. The same two-part questionnaire 

was completed by appropriate area office personnel for each proj ect. 

Site visits were made to 59 of the sampled projects. Interviews with 

75 industry professionals were conducted regarding problems of troubled 

unsubsidized projects. 
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In the unsubsidized phase, investigators also selected for analy

sis a subset of both subsidized and unsubsidized projects "whose finan

cial viability was potentially threatened due to poor construction." 

([21], p. VIII-I.) Data were ob tained from area office personnel in 

the nine offices common to both the subsidized and unsubsidized 

samples. 

Sadacca Study 

Sadacca's data set differs from the others. Approximately 100 

data items were collected in 1970 on 66 projects. The original purpose 

was to examine characteristics of management, and the data collected 

are so oriented. Proj ec ts were followed over the succeeding five 

years, and Sadacca relates 1970 variables to subsequent failure status 

and to subsequent changes in the levels and variability of income and 

expenses. Sadacca reduces his variable set to 30 in reporting his 

results (13]. 

Each data set has strengths and weaknesses in terms of the com

plete set of explanatory variable types. The Three Region [19J data 

contain relatively large amounts of financial information and project 

physical characteristics, since forms from individual projects were 

used. Through interviews, some assessments of manag~nent quality were 

made, and information was elicited on the social environment of the 

project. On the other hand. little information is available on project 

tenants. which BPA notes is a significant drawback ([4], Vol. 1. p. 2). 

The data set also contains little information on neighborhood 

4 
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characteristics. Finally, the Three Region study [19] includes a 

disproportionate number of failed projects and a disproportionate 

number of those with negative cash flow. This presents no problem if 

the observations are properly weighted in running the regressions, but 

BPA does no weighting, which could bias their results. 

The OPAE data [16] were not drawn from HUD forms or from inter

views and accordingly lack much financial information and management 

information on individual projects. On the other hand, OPAE collected 

detailed information on tenant characteristics, and, by merging census 

tract data, on a wide variety of neighborhood characteristics. 

The major drawback for statistical analysis of the Task Force 

study data [21, 22] is the fact that both the subsidized and unsubsi

dized samples include only failed proj ects. Comparisons can be made 

between financially distressed subsidized and unsubsidized projects 

[21, appendix Al, but without data on projects that have not failed, it 

is not possible to ascertain whether characteristics associated with 

failed projects are unique to these projects or common to all projects. 

This criticism does not apply to the interviews of industry profession

als nor, of course, to the data on the entire project inventory. While 

detailed financial information was to be collected on the troubled pro

jects sample, the attempt to do so was largely unsuccessful, as noted 

earlier. 

The Sadacca data [13] has the advantage of being self-weighting, 

since the original data were collected before any of the projects had 

failed. However, the sample is small, and thus not necessarily repre

sentative, and the data were collected for a different purpose. The 
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variables available are strongly oriented to assessing actions of 

management. 

.. 
• 



III. ESTIMATION 

Two of the major studies present only cross-tabular results. The 

Task Force study [21, 22] presents only bivariate tables--for example, 

failure category by type of sponsorship_ The Three Region study [19] 

in some cases presents more complex multivariate tables--for example, 

given management quality and type of ownership, professional management 

is cross-tabulated against failure. 

Among the micro studies using multivariate analysis, both BPA (4] 

and OPAE [16] report numerous single-equation linear regression models 

estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS). The dependent variable .. 
in these' cases is binary (fail/no fail). AI though such a dependent 

variable violates the statistical assumptions of OLS estimation, the 

regression technique may be sufficiently robust that the valid ity of 

the results is not significantly impaired. Still, the use of an alter

native method, such as 10git, would be appropriate. Noting the prob

lem, Mendelsohn [12] uses a logit model. Along with multiple regres

sion, Sadacca (13] uses a quite different technique, discriminant anal

ysis, which is also appropriate to dealing with a binary dependent var

iable. No multiple equation models were developed although BPA reports 

experimenting with such models without success ([4], vol. 1, p. 61). 

The OMB (24] macro model uses OLS, although a two-stage procedure 

(2SLS) was experimented with. ~oth discrete and distributed lags were 

used for the independent variables, and correction was made for auto-

correlation. 



IV. RESULTS 

In this section, we summarize the results of the studies in terms 

of the explanatory variable categories set out in Section I, above. 

Regression results for OPAE, BPA, and Mendelsohn are presente<1 lrl the 

appendices. 

Characteristics and Behavior of the Actors 

Sponsor 

The quantitative literature examines possible relationships be

tween between failure and sponsor type, experience, and relationship to 

management. Bivariate analysis consistently indicates that all these 

factors are associated with failure. Both the Three Regions study [19] 

and the Task Force study [22] report that subsidized non-profits fail 

twice as often as subsidized limited dividend proj ec ts, and the find

ings of the OPAE study [16] and the BPA study [4] are consistent. The 

BPA study, however, finds that profit motivated sponsors and non

profits face approximately the same risk of mild financial difficulty 

--such as negative cash flow. Non-profits are less likely to receive 

mortgage modifications and subsequently more likely to default. Among 

subsidized projects that have been either assigned or foreclosed, the 

Task Force study [22] indicates that non-profits are less likely to be 

foreclosed than profit motivated sponsors. Several studies also indi

cate that cooperative projects experience high default rates; the Task 

Force study [22] reports that three quarters of all subsidized coopera

tives are in default, assignment, or foreclosure. 
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Bivariate analyses also suggest that the experience of the sponsor 

and the relationship between sponsor and :nanager are associated with 

failure. The BPA study (41 reports that failure is less common among 

experienced limited dividend sponsors, and the Task Force report (221 

finds that most troubled subsidized project sponsors do not have 

experience in low-income housing management. According to the BPA [41 

results, however, experience is associated with failure for non-profit 

projects. Finally, BPA finds that failure is associated with projects 

in which the sponsor does not own the managing agent. 

Several of the quantitative studies incorporated these sponsor 

characteristics into their regression equations. Mendelsohn [12], BPA 

[41, and OPAE [161 all confirm that non-profit sponsors are more likely 
.. 

to enter default, assignment or foreclosure than limited dividends. 

The OPAE [16] regressions also indicate that cooperative ownership 

increases the likelihood of defaul t, assignment, or foreclosure after 

final endorsement. Once projects have defaulted, however, a limited 

dividend is more likely to be assigned or foreclosed than a non-profit 

or cooperative project. OPAE offers no explanation for this finding. 

Only the BPA study incorporates sponsor experience and relation

ship to management in its regression equations for failure. The 

results are consistent with bivariate observations; experience reduces 

the likelihood of failure only among limited dividends, and failure is 

less likely when the project sponsor owns the managing agent. Sadacca 

[131 finds that rental income grows at a relatively slow pace when 

sponsors participate in the selection and eviction of tenants. 
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Nonprofit sponsorship in itself does not cause failure, of course. 

There is considerable speculation as to the reason for its association 

with failure. The GAO suggests that nonprofit sponsors lack experience 

in multifamily housing, that they lask financial resources to weather 

adversity, and that relative to limited dividend projects, they tend to 

serve lower income tenants who have difficulty paying their rents ([6], 

pp. 92-94). Others speculate that nonprofits lack the incentive to 

avoid financial failure that exists for limited dividend sponsors. 

Limited dividends lose tax advantages at foreclosure, though not at 

earlier stages in the failure progression, and may have reason to 

protect their tax shelters by supporting projects with other fllOds 

([4], Vol. 1, p. 18). It has also been suggested that some nonprofits 

view their participation as a' social contribution and not a business 

proposition, that they are unwilling to contribute further operating 

funds, and that-they are more reluctant to raise rents or to evict 

problem or delinquent tenants ([16], p. D-3). Finally, some of 

the problems of non-profits may stem from FHA program characteristics. 

For example, the loan to value ratio permitted for non-profits is 100 

percent, which certainly increases risks. 

Evidence to support some of these arguments is available in the 

literature. A HUD report on nonprofit sponsorship finds that non

profits do in fact tend to serve lower income tenants than do limited 

dividends [17]. Case studies accompanying the OPAF. report provide some 

confirmation of limited capitalization and inexperience of nonprofit 

sponsors ([16] p. D-3). It is the BPA study [3] that provides the most 

intriguing results; while experience reduces risk for limited dividend 
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sponsors, it seems to increase the likelihood of failure among non

profits. The BPA study also calls attention to the fact that rates 

of financial difficulty are relatively close for non-profits and 

limited dividends, interpreting this finding as evidence that limited 

dividends support failing projects with cash from other sources. 

This argument does not, however, explain the OPAE finding that, 

given default, limited dividends are more likely to be assigned or 

foreclosed. 

Taken together, the studies indicate that nonprofits and co-ops 

tend to fail at a higher rate than profit motivated sponsors. All 

sponsor types experience roughly the same degree of mild financial 

difficulties but limited dividends are more likely to obtain mortgage 

modifications, which can prevent or cure default. As expected, exper

ience is beneficial to limited dividend sponsors, but surprisingly 

experience seems to weaken nonprofits. Sponsors of all types appear to 

enj oy greater probabilities of success when they own their managing 

agencies. It becomes somewhat more difficult to draw meaningful 

conclusions when we focus on the likelihood of assignment and fore

closure given defaults; but results indicate that profit motivated 

sponsors no longer enjoy significant advantages over nonprofits. 

Management 

Management variables receive considerable attention in the quanti 

tative literature. According to the Task Force study [21, 22], main

tenance, rental practices, fiscal and personnel management, and the 

overall performance of the manager were among the most frequently cited 
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problems for the samples l)f both subsidized and unsubsidized troubled 

projects. The results of the Three Region [19J BPA [4J, and Sadaccat 

[13] studies conftrm the importance of some of these variables. 

In the BPA and Three Region data, management quality is simply 

rated by local HUD officials in one of three categories: superior, 

satisfactory, or unsatisfactory. Both studies show this variable as 

related to the likelihood of failure. BPA confirms the importance of 

management quality with regression equations as well as with bivariate 

techniques. As previously noted, however, it is likely that management 

of !:l successful proj ect will be rated as good, even if there is no 

objective difference in the way its management performs relative to the 

management of a failed project. 

Results of the BPA study [4] also indicate that management turn
.. 

over is closely associated with failure, but this variable may well be 

simultaneously determined. Bivariate analysis suggests that a ~esident 

manager and active tenant screening may reduce the risk of failure, but 

these variables do not play significant roles in regression equations. 

Three Regions [19J also reports that both resident and professional 

management appear to be insignificant. 

Sadacca [13] finds managers wi th independent responsib ility for 

budget, accounting, and payroll matters are less likely to fail. 

Whether this result stems from the advantage of on-site financial 

control or from the fact that owners who have good managers tend to 

give them more discretion is not clear. Sadacca also reports that 

extra managerial time spent on maintenance tends to keep expense levels 

down, but increases their variability. He also reports that projects 
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whose managers believe that stopping suspicious persons is mostly a 

tenant responsibility are more likely to fail. 

Clearly, the skill of the manager has an enormous impact on the 

viability of a multifamily project, but the variables analyzed in the 

existing empirical literature fail to provide a complete picture. 

Subjective BUD ratings of management quality are not particularly 

useful, the turnover variable is likely to be simultaneously determined 

with failure, and the implications of Sadacca's variables are unclear. 

Mortgagee 

The studies surveyed place little emphasis on mortgagees; no· 

variables appear in statistical tests, and there is little discussion 

of their potential importance. Mendelsohn notes that the FHA guarantee 

gives mortgagees little incentive to monitor or police insured mort

gages ([12] p. 5). There is, in fact, a positive incentive to assign 

in some circumstances. For example, if interest rates are rising 

rapidly, some mortgagees may have an incentive to assign and regain the 

outstanding luortgage balance. Both GAO «(6], p. 92) and Bt'A «(4J, Vol. 

3, p. 10) remark on the absence of management incentives directed 

toward mortgagees. These two studies also note that FNMA has been 

relatively quick to assign FHA insured mortgages. 

Tenants 

Several empirical studies explore possible relationships between 

tenant characteristics and failure. Using bivariate techniques, Three 

Regions [19], BPA [4], and the Task Force [21, 221 find that some 

tenant demographic variables are associated with failure. All three of 
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these studies conclude that projects with large elderly populations are 

less likely to fail. This observation may stem from the fact that 

units with elderly occupants require relatively little i11aintenance and 

repair, and that elderly tenants with fixed incomes can be relied on to 

pay their rent. Results of the three studies also suggest that pro

jects with large minority populations have high failure rates. This 

finding might be explained by the high degree of correlation between 

ethnicity and other tenant characteristics such as income, and unem

ployment. Finally, Task Force questionnaire results indicate that a 

high rent to income ratio is one of the most severe problems faced by 

subsidized troubled projects. It was a problem oE somewhat lesser 

importance for unsubsidized projects. 

In general, these observations are not supported by the results of 

regression analyses performed by OPAE [16] and BPA [4]. Ethnicity, sex 

of the household head, number of children, number of elderly tenants, 

average tenant income, and rent to income ratio are all found to be in

significant factors. The OPAE study does conclude, however, that low 

average tenant rents increase the likelihood of failure before final 

endorsement. This variahle is interpreted as an indication of the type 

of market for which a project is designed; but during the initial rent

up that often occurs before final endorsement, the low rents actually 

paid by tenants may inhibit successful completion of construction. 

Finally, the OPAE study reports that given default, assignment and 

foreclosure are more likely among projects that house large families 

and families wi th young heads of households. Presumably, tenants of 

this kind are associated with instab ility and high maintenance and 

repair costs. 
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For the most part, tenant characteristics can not he usefully 

viewed as causes of proj ect failure. Some 9f the variables may be 

simultaneously determined with failure; thus the empirical study re

sults tend to be inconclusive. Family size and age may prove to be 

useful explanatory variables. Average rent or rent to income r:-atio 

may be lagged dependent, since higher income tenants may move out of 

failing projects. 

Local Government Officials 

The possibility that local government officials and regulations 

may enhance the likelihood of failure is not statist ically tested in 

the existing empirical literature. In the Boston study [15], the Bos

ton Rent Control Administration is mentioned- as contributing to failure 
• 

by delaying on requests for rent increases and approving rents less 

than those approved by HOD. In the Task Force study. respondents were 

asked whether state and local government officials and regulations were 

problems for their troubled proj ec ts. While a number of respondents 

answered positively, very few characterized these problems as severe. 

HUn Underwriters and Processors 

In the studies. considerable attention is paid to shortcomings of 

HUn staff in administering FHA programs. The GAO devotes an entire re

port to criticising HUn underwriting of multifamily projects [4J. 

Using a sample of 30 projects under the 207,220.221, and 236 pro

grams, GAO examined area office procedures and policies for analyzing 

market need. location. earning capacity. and expense data. Twenty-one 

of the projects are described as being in serious financi~l difficulty 
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as of July, 1977. The survey revealed overestimate of revenues in 13 

cases, underestimate of expenses in 27 cases, incomplete documentation 

supporting underwriting estimates, lack of complete and accurate infor

mation on operating projects, and misuse of prescribed procedures for 

estimating several key items. GAO also reports a view among Hun offi 

cials that the Department's objective is production and that proposed 

projects should be viewed in the most favorable light possible. 

Underwriting and processing variables are also of central concern 

to the Task Force study [21, 22]. Respondents to the Task Force trou

bled projects questionnaire for subsidized projects indicate that 

during the underwriting and production period, the number and skills 

of the HUD staff, the timeliness of processing, and HUD policies and 

regulations are all among the most frequently mentioned problems. • 

During the post-production period, those surveyed mentioned the lack 

of availabil ity of Hun staff more frequently than any other problem. 

Problems with BUD processing and servicing were regarded as relatively 

less important by respondents to the same questionnaire 10 the unsubsi

dized study. Still, the lack of availability of BUD staff was fourth 

among the five most often mentioned problems to be faced in the near 

future by those associated with troubled unsubsidized proj ec ts. 

Interviews with housing management directors suggest that staff work

load s in Loan Management and Property Disposi tion are too great and 

that training and handbooks are inadequate ([22] p. 35). Further, the 

Task Force study reports vielis critical of loan servicing in half of 

the interviews with private sector specialists il1terviewed for the 

subsidized study. One third of the private sec tor respondents were 
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also critical of underwriting and the availability of technical assis

tance to nonprofits. HUi) underwriting/processing and management '.o1RS 

mentioned as a problem by 76 percent of private sector experts surveyed 

for the unsubsidized phase. Program management action by HUn was 

viewed as contributing to financial distr~ss by one third of those 

specialists [21]. 3ased on field visits during the subsidized study, 

the Task Force staff also argues that offices lack sufficient numbers 

of professional and support staff, that the available staff lack 

~ufficient skill, that the management infor.mation system is inadequate, 

and that the "management environment in which the Loan Hanagement and 

Property Disposition offices function is unprofessional and ineffi 

cient" ([22] p. 25). The same conclusions were reached following field 

office visits by the Task Force staff one year l~ter, during the 

unsubsidized phase of the study ([21]. p. VI-2). Other studies suggest 

deficiencies similar to those reported in the GAO and Task Force 

reports (for example, Boston [15], Region IX [18], GAO [7]). 

The evidence reported in the regression analyses is less conclu

sive. The OPAE study reports that neither application processing time 

nor area office volume is significantly associated with failure. OPAE 

data did not permit analysis of specific processing bottlenecks- BPA 

tests the relationship between the accuracy of HUD's cost estimates 

and the likelihood of failure, and finds that overestimates of net 

project revenue are closely associated '..nth failure. As discussed 

preViously, however, this variable is not particularly useful for. 

predicting defaults. 
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Like poor management, poor underwriting and poor servicing can 

too easily be blamed for project failure in any case. However, we can 

reasonably conclude from the literature that HUD accepts many projects 

which have a high probability of failure f-corQ the outset by allowing 

project budgets to he planned too closely, leaving little cushion for 

dealing with unanticipated costs. Quantitative results fail to provide 

a more detailed picture of the kinds of problems HUD faces and thet"e i3 

'\0 evidence to indicate that poor loan servicing is a cause of proj ec t 

financial failure. 

Characteristics of the Project 

Property 

• All studies examine physical property variables. According to the 

Task Force (22] most troubled subsidized pt"ojects are substantially re

habilitated, lowrise, with 100 to 125 primarily two-bedroom units. 

Bivariate analyses in the OPAE (16] and RPA (4] studies all confirm the 

observation that rehab projects fail considerably more often than new 

construc tion. Al though this finding is questioned by Three Regions 

[19], it is supported by the results of Mendelsohn's (12J and OPAE's 

[16] regression equations. Rehab projects may fail frequently because 

they are located in lower-income central city areas and because devel

opers face more uncertainty than in new construction. Existing evi

dence for unsubsidized rehab projects is contrat"y to that for subsi

dized. Among unsubsidized proj ects, the Task Force reports rehabs 

sliehtly less likely to be financially distressed than new construction 

projects. 
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Studies also test the significance of design characte~istics such 

as the number of units, number of bedrooms per unit, density, whether 

the project is highrise or lowrise, and availability of parking spaces 

and a recreation building. Results are generally inconclusive. Three 

Regions concludes that none of these characteristics except size is 

significant, while BPA finds in one of its equations that increased 

do=nsity is associated with failure and that the existence of a recrea

tion building reduces risk slightly. P~oject size--expressed in te~qs 

of number of units--appears to playa role, but its effect is unclear. 

OPAE and the Task Force b~th find that smaller subsidized projects are 

more likely to fail. BPA, on the other hand, reports a positive 

correlation between size and failure which is not supported by the .. 
• reg ression analysis. And in a cross-tabular presentation, the Three 

Regions study [19] notes that the rate of failure is higher in both 

small and large projects than in projects of moderate size. Among 

unsubsidized projects, the Task Force finds that financially distressed 

pcojects tend to be larger on the average than otller projects. 

Finally, Three Regions and BPA tast the significance of proj ec t 

physical condition. Both studies conclude that physical condition, 

which is either lagged dependent 0 c simultaneously determined with 

failure, is negatively associated with the likelihood of failure. In 

addition, BPA tests the percent of maintenance due to construction 

defects, and finds that this variable is highly related 1:0 failure. 

This finding implies that the difficulties of some projects stem from 

construe tion defects which can generate demands for correc tion and 

repair expenditures throughout a project's life. The report from the 
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unsubsidized phase of the Task Force study suggests, however, that 

serious construction defects appear to be present in relatively few 

projects--either subsidized or unsubsidized ([21], p. VIII-2). 

Despite inconsistencies in the findings, rehab projects appear to 

be riskier than new construction. None of the design characteristics 

tested, however, is clearly associated with failure. On the basis of 

the BPA results we conclude that construction defects form a source of 

financial difficulty, and also that many financially troubled projects 

are in poor physical condition. 

Location 

Location variables can describe neighborhood residents, physical 

condition, and the availability of competing rental units. Neighbor

hood resid~nt' characteristics are tested extensively in the OPAE study. 

The likelihood of failure appears to be lower in neighborhoods with 

large elderly populations, low unemployment rates, and a high percent

age of recent move-ins. However, risk is increased in neighborhoods 

with a high percentage of minority move-ins, and neighborhood over

crowding and race are unrelated to failure. Mendelsohn [11] finds 

that low neighborhood average income is associated with failure, 

particularly when the neighborhood average is low relative to average 

inc ome in the SMSA. 

Several studies also attempt to explore neighborhood physical 

characteristics. The OPAE study finds--in both crosstabulations and 

regressions--that the risk of failure is increased by location in an 

urban renewal area. Three Regions contradicts this finding in its 
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crosstabs. BPA reports that an overall indicator of neighborhood 

physical quality is negatively associated with failure; as quality im

proves the risk of failure decreases. Taken together, OPAE, BPA, and 

Three Regions agree that city size, location in central city or suburb, 

proximity of old buildings, and residential overcrowding in the neigh

borhood are all unrelated to failure. 

Finally, market conditions appear to play a role of some impor

tance. Multivariate analysis performed by OPAE, Mendelsohn, and BPA 

indicate that proximity to competing rental units, including competing 

subsidized units, reduces the likelihood of failure. Mendelsohn argues 

that nearby rental units indicate that multifamily housing is market

able in the area. The studies also find that high neighborhood vacancy 

rates increase the likelihood of failure. 

On the basis of these findings we can conclude that multifamily 

projects are significantly influenced by neighborhood residents, and by 

physical, and market characteristics. A proj ect faces lower risk if 

it is located in a non-urban renewal area with a large population of 

elderly residents, low unemployment, high average income, and high 

turnover. Failure is also discouraged by a good overall physical 

condition, by low vacancy rates, and by large numbers of nearby rental 

units. 

Age 

Age variables can be structured in two ways. If the variable is 

cumulative, the coefficient will usually indicate that older projects 

are more likely to be in the failure group. If, on the other hand, the 

variable is structured to reflect whether the project will fail in the 
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variable is structured to reflect whether the project will fail in the 

nth year, given that it has been a nonfailure to that point, the sign 

is less certain. All four regression studies include an age variable 

of the first sort. BPA introduces dummy variables for age. Projects 

in the youngest group (0-2 years from initial occupancy) are less 

likely to be in the failure group. As age increases, projects are in

creasingly likely to be in the failure group. OPAE introduces the time 

of final endorsement in two dummy variables, one representing endorse

ment prior to 1970 and one endorsement in 1974. Consistent with the 

BPA results, they find that projects most recently endorsed are in the 

default group less often; those endorsed four or more years previously 

are among the defaults more often. Mendelsohn, on the other hand, 

finds the date of final endorsement insignificant, which he interprets 

to mean that default is more a function of specific annual conditions 

than of the age of the project. 

Sadacca introduces the reciprocal of years since project comple

tion and finds it positively associated with failure; newer projects 

are more likely to fall into the failure group. He attributes this 

finding to lax underwriting in the later stages of the 22l( d) (3) pro

gram ([13), p. 3). Although this result appears at first to contradict 

the results of other studies, it should be noted that all projects in 

the Sadacca sample were at least five years old at the time of testing. 

Limited inferences can be drawn from the existing literature re

garding project life cycles or potentially risky periods in a project's 

life. Most of the projects were not very old when examined. Neverthe

less, it appears that the probability of failure increases with age, 

perhaps declining after five years. 
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Project Social Characteristics 

The most widely cited variable in this category is vandalism. 

Task Force questionnaire respondents in the subsidized study mention 

vandalism as a current severe problem more frequently than anything 

else except rising utility costs ([22] p. 11). The Three Region study 

[19] finds that vandalism is closely associated with failure and with 

poor physical property condition, and BPA [4] finds that vandalism and 

the percentage of maintenance due to vandalism are significant in 

several regression equations. Thus, vandalism can at least be said to 

be an important dimension of the failure problem. However, while van

dalism does push up costs and make a project a less attractive housing 

accomodation, one must be careful in interpreting it as an explanatory 

variable, since to some degree at least it occurs simultaneously with 

'failure. 

Inadequate police protection--which is clearly related to vandal

ism --also proves to be directly associated with failure in BPA's (4] 

regression equations and Three. Region's crosstabs. BPA also reports 

that high vacancy rates are associated with failure. Although the Task 

Force study and BPA's correlations call attention to rent delinquencies, 

high turnover, and tenant involvement and militancy; these factors do 

not reappear in the BPA regression equations. 

Sadacca [13] introduces a variety of project social characteris

tics into his equations. The most significant variable in Sadacca's 

failure regressions is the rate at which teens are employed by the pro

ject during the summer; the higher the rate, which Sadacca views as a 

proxy for the sponsor's service orientation, the greater the likelihood 
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of failure. Sadacca also finds that projects in which occupants are 

involved in handling behavior problems are more likely to be in finan

cial trouble, but are likely to have smaller average changes in operat

ing expense levels. High tenant turnover rates are also found to be 

associated with smaller increases in operating expenses and increasing 

levels of operating income less expenses. High occupancy rates yield 

higher average changes in rental income and thus in operating income 

less operating expense. Sadacca also finds that projects in which the 

residents' opinion in 1970 was that recreation facilities for women and 

children were adequate have lower total operating expenses in 1975. 

As previously mentioned, many variables in this category are 

simultaneously determined with failure, and interpretation of their 

impact is difficult. We can only conclude that vandalism, poor police 

protection, and vacancies are all associated with failure. 

Financing 

Project Financial History 

This category includes cost, revenue, and net revenue variables as 

well as variables representing actions taken in response to failure. 

The impact of various cost breakdowns, including per unit construction 

costs and operating costs, is assessed in both the BPA and OPAE 

studies, and is found to be insignificant. The Task Force study ques

tionnaires, on the other hand, reveal that fuel and power utility 

expenditures are viewed as the most important single problem facing 

both subsidized and unsubsidized financially troubled projects [21, 

22] • Insurance and other utility costs are also rated as important 
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problems. Sadacca finds that high 1970 per unit administrative, 

operating, and maintenance expenditures combined are strongly related 

to subsequent failure [13). 

Negative cash flow is tested by BPA. This variable appears to be 

moderately correlated with failure, but it drops out of the regression 

equations. Net revenue, on the other hand, proves to be quite closely 

associated with failure; BPA reports that as net revenues increase the 

likelihood of failure decreases. Although this variable is clearly 

indicative of failure, it is not an exogenous cause, but is either 

lagged dependent or simultaneously determined with failure. 

Studies also test projects' prior default experience. According 

to the Task Force study [19), most troubled proj ects experience long 

periods of default. BPA and OPAE conclude that repeated delinquency is 

associated with failure in most instances. OPAE also finds, however, 

that given prior default, projects that are repeatedly delinquent are 

least likely to be in the assignment or foreclosure categories. This 

result must be viewed with some caution, since the magnitude and dura

tion of delinquency are not considered and since projects can no longer 

default once they have foreclosed. Finally, the OPAE study [16] finds 

that default before final endorsement is one of the most significant 

predic tors of failure after final endorsement. This lagged dependent 

variable can be very useful for anticipating trouble early. 

BPA [4), Three Regions [19), and OPAE [16], all test variables 

reflecting waiver of replacement reserve and modification of mortgage 

principal payments. In nearly every case variables are highly signifi 

cant and positive, indicating either that the remedies are insufficient 
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or that the remedies are directed toward the projects in greatest need. 

The policy implications stemming from these alternative interpretations 

obviously differ, but there is no way to choose between them on the 

basis of evidence presented here. 

It is clear from the empirical evidence that variables describing 

the financial condition of projects are closly associated with finan

cial failure. Whether these variables are useful in forecasting 

failure depends on the degree to which they precede the occurence of 

failure. 

Characteristics of the Insurance Program and the Mortgage 

Much has been made of the failure rate of Section 236 projects 

relative to other programs (see GAO (7J). The 236 rate (16 percent) is 

lower than that of the 221(d) (3) programs and compares favorably with 

nonsubsidized programs (21, 22]. One explanation is that 236 is newer 

than other programs, so that the effect of age is being observed when a 

dummy variable for Section 236 is introduced. BPA confirms this, 

reporting equations in which 236 and age are both introduced. The 

Section 236 variable loses significance. The Three Region study 

asserts a lack of relationship between program type and failure, also 

noting that the difference in failure rate between 221BMIR and 236 can 

be attributed to program age. 

Among programs making up most of the unsubsidized inventory, the 

proportion of financially distressed 221(d)(4) projects is 15 percent; 

that of 207 proj ects, 16 percent. On the other hand, 11 percent of 

Section 608 projects are failures, and only 1 percent of the existing 

1056 Section 803 projects are in financial distress (21J. 



V. CONCLUSIONS 

The obj ective of the empirical studies reviewed in this paper is 

to explain and predict financial failure in FHA-insured multifamily 

housing projects. Failure can be defined in a number of ways. Some of 

the studies define failure as negative cash flow or mortgage modifica

tion, but most classify as financial failures all projects in default, 

assignment, or foreclosure. Only one study--the OMB model--uses macro

economic variables to explain failure. All the rest follow a pattern 

set in the general business failure literature, using microeconomic 

variables to explain financial failure. The relevant microeconomic 

variables breakdown into three broad, substantive categories--eharac

teristics of actors involved in the development and management of 

multifamily projects, characteristics of the projects themselves, 

and financing and program characteristics. We find it useful to view 

all of these variables as belonging to one of three types, in terms of 

their usefulness in explaining financial failure. Variables can be 

simultaneously determined with failure, lagged dependent, or exogenous. 

Three of the studies discussed here involved major data collection 

efforts. In 1973, three survey instruments were employed to collect 

data on Section 236 and 221(d)(3) projects in regions III, VI, and IX, 

for the Three Regions study (19]. In 1974, RUD's Office of Policy 

Analysis and Evaluation (OPAE) collected data on a nationwide sample of 

Section 236 proj ects, and merged it with census data on neighborhood 

characteristics [16]. Finally, in 1977, the Task Force developed 
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several questionnaires which were used to collect data on a small 

sample of troubled subsj"dized multifamily projects and on the entire 

multifamily inventory [22]. In 1978, the Task Force collected similar 

data for a sample of troubled unsubsidized projects [21]. 

A variety of statistical techniques are employed to analyze this 

data, including crosstabulation, correlation, and regression. Both the 

BPA study and the OPAE study report single-equation linear regression 

models using ordinary least squares (OLS). Mendelsohn and Sadacca 

implement alternative estimation methods; Mendelsohn uses a logit 

function, and Sadacca uses discriminant analysis. 

Results of the microeconomic studies indicate that some of the 

variables in each of the three substantive groups increase the likeli 

hood of failure in multifamily projects. Many·variables that were ex

pected to playa role, however, proved to be insignificant. The 

studies suggest that the characteristics and behavior of sponsors, man

agement, and BUD underwriters and processors all affect the probability 

of project failure. Projects owned by nonprofits and cooperatives are 

more prone to failure than projects owned by profit motivated sponsors. 

The quality and continuity of management also appears to be closely as

sociated with financial viability, although poor management and high 

turnover do not necessarily cause failure. Finally, the studies sug

gest that HOD underwriters accept many projects with inadequate margins 

for unanticipated costs, and that therefore face high probabilities of 

failure. Results do not support claims that tenant characteristics can 

cause failure, and they do not statistically explore the possibilities 

that mortgagees or local government officials may play important roles. 
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Some project characteristics prove to influence significantly the 

1ikelihood 0 f financial failure. Al though des ign charac teris tics are 

unimportant, rehabilitation projects appear to be more risky than new 

construction, and physical construction defects may constitute an 1m

portant source of subsequent financial difficulties. Location may also 

play a role; some neighborhood demographic charac terist ics--such as 

proportion elderly, and average income--affect failure, as well as 

market factors--such as the rental vacancy rate. Project age may be 

related to failure; results indicate that the likelihood of failure 

increases with age for at least the first five years of a project's. 

life, although once a project has weathered this initial period, it may 

be less likely to fail. Finally, vandalism and the quality of police 

protection are found to 'be closely related to failure, dthough there 

is no clear causal relationship. 

The last group of explanatory variables explored 1n the micro

economic literature describe projects' financial and program character

istics. Financial variables clearly relate closely with failure, but 

they are little used 1n the studies surveyed. The most significant 

results relate negative cash flow and net revenue with failure. 

Results do not confirm the hypothesis that some of the subsidized FHA 

programs are more prone to failure than others. However, the high rate 

of failure among nonprofits may stem from the high loan-to-value ratio 

permitted by FHA programs for nonprofit sponsors. Potentially, finan

cial variables could be extremely useful for explaining and predicting 

multifamily failure. They are used extensively in the business failure 

literature. The usefulness of these variables in forecasting financial 
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failure depends on the degree to which they precede or are exogenous to 

the failure. 

The list of useful explanatory variables is rather limited, and 

collectively the findings do not reveal much to provide policy guid

ance. Some of the factors are so broad as to be virtually meaningless, 

and several others appear to be simultaneously determined with failure. 

To some extent, the studies reveal more about factors not associated 

with failure than about explanatory variables. Of particular interest 

is the fact that design and tenant characteristics do not appear to be 

significantly associated with failure. The lack of significant results 

is in part due to the nature of the problem. As BPA notes ([4], Vol. 

2), multifamily failure is a problem akin to heart disease--systemic 

and environmental. There is nd single outstanding cause which can be 

isolated and dealt with. However, the lack of useful 'guidance is also 

a result of the nature of the empirical work. 

Good empirical work usually necessitates an underlying theoretical 

framework. Using such a framework, equations can be developed and 

variables specified which represent the crucial aspects of the problem 

being dealt with. A theory of the causes of failure is extremely elu

sive. In lieu of a complete theory, a framework. at least as detailed 

as the list of variable categories presented in this paper is necessary 

to direct the choice of explanatory variables and to aid in the inter

pretation of results. Of the studies reviewed, only BPA and Mendelsohn 

provide an a priori framework. As a result, the literature seems 

extremely ad hoc. What seem to be important variables are neglected in 

favor of what would seem to be rather unimportant ones. 
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We would recommend a far more careful choice of variables. Parti 

cularly, more explicit attention should be paid to the lagged relation

sh,ip between failure and some explanatory variables. An approach 

similar to that used by Altman to predict business failures may prove 

adaptable to multifamily housing. Altman forecasts failure of firms 

using a set of financial ratios. He examines the values of these 

ratios several years in advance of failure. His model appears to 

predict failure reasonably accurately up to two years in advance of 

its occurence, though predictive accuracy declines substantially as 

lead time is increased to three, four, and five years. 

The absence of significant results in the existing literature may 

also stem from the fact that multifamily projects encounter two impor

tant types of risk--business risk and financial risk. Business risk is 

the possibility that a project will be unable to cover its expenses 

with its income. By focusing on variables such as project, tenant, and 

neighborhood characteristics, the existing studies primarily measure 

business risk, without considering the potential role of financial risk. 

Financial risk is the possibility that a project will be unable to 

absorb businesses losses, and is increased by factors such as high 

loan-to-value ratio. 

We would argue that any new attempt to explain financial failure 

should distinguish between business and financial risk. A dynamic 

model of multifamily project operations would contribute to a better 

understanding of business risk, and could support a probabilistic model 

designed to explain financial failure. 
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We also recommend experimentation with a wide and more sopisti 

cated range of estimation techniques. Given the bivariate nature of 

the dependent variable, further use of logit and discriminate analysis, 

as employed by Mendelsohn and Sadacca, as well as use of other tech

niques, would be appropriate. Given the inherent simultaneity of a 

number of the explanatory variables, we also believe tha t further 

attempts should be made to develop a simultaneous multiequation model. 

The usefulness of models of multifamily failure lies in their po

tential contribution to resource allocation decisions. Unfortunately, 

existing models offer limited guidance to policymakers faced with these 

decisions. The focus of the empirical work is narrow; the crucial 

policy issues to be resolved are whether the costs incurred in the 
.. 

• production of multifamily housing are worth the benefits obtained, and 

whether the same benefits might be obtained at a lower cost. The 

existing models begin to address issues of cost, but fail to assess 

costs in the context of the associated benefits. The studies show that 

providing housing for low- and moderate-income households which would 

otherwise be inadequately housed is costly and risky, and is likely 

to result in numerous financial failures. Providing such housing, 

however, also yields substantial social benefits. A more meaningful 

analysis of the multifamily failure experience should encompass the 

benefits of underwriting housing as well as the costs of financial 

failure. 
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APPENDIX A 

REGRESSION EQUATIONS FROM THE OPAE STUDY 

Appendix A contains regression equations as reported in the OPAE 

study. In Table A-l, the dependent variable is default after final 

endorsement; in Table A-2, default before final endorsement; in Table 

A-3, assignment or foreclosure for a sample of defaulted proj ects. 

Explanatory variables were entered stepwise, and only significant 

variables are reported. The dependent variable is structured in each 

case such that a negative sign on the coefficient of an explanatory 

variable indicates a greater likelihood of failure associated with 

larger values of that coefficient. 
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TABLE A-I

Dependent Variable--Default After Final Endorsement

Explanatory variablesa

Default prior to final endorsement

Mortgage modified

Project in Region V

Non-profit sponsor

Final endorsement before 1970

Rehab project

Final endorsement in 1974

Project in urban renewal area

Cooperative sponsored project

Percent families income under
$3000 in census tract

Constant

Sample size

1

-.8598·
(15.52)b

-.8611
(12.30)

-.1353
(4.91)

-.0956
(3.88)

-.4676
(3.88)

-.1465
(3.84)

.0974
(3.40)

-.0948
(2.05)

-.0697
(2.03)

.9631

.433

713

2

-.8499
(15.28)

-.8470
(3.82)

-.1417
(5.10)

-.0945
(3.82)

-.4740
(3.93)

-.1297
(3.35)

.0947
(3.31)

-.0754
(2.19)

-.0024
(2.03)

.9838

.433

713

:negative sign indicates greater likelihood of default
t-statistics in parentheses
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TABLE A-2

Dependent Variable--Default Before Final Endorsement

aExplanatory variables

Percent minority recent move-ins
in census tract

Final endorsement in 1974

Percent rental units vacant
in census tract

Project never finally endorsed

Percent inemployed in census tract

Average monthly tenant rent
in project

Cooperative sponsored project

Mortgage modified

Non-profit sponsor

Percent elderly population in
census tract

Rehab proj ec t

Percent welfare recipients
census tract

Constant

Sample size

1

-.0013 b
(3.03)

-.2035
(4.87)

-.0033
(3.08)

-.1776
(3.06 )

-.0135
(3.29)

.0020
(2.73)

-.1459
(3.29)

.2347
(2.58)

-.0894
(3.06)

.0035
(2.03)

-.0983
(1.96)

.8180

.205

491

2

-.2109
(5.00)

-.0036
(3.39)

-.1916
(3.31)

.0021
(2.80)

-.1438
(3.24)

.2061
(2.26)

-.1044
(3.61)

.0042
(2.94)

-.1131
(2.27)

-.0064
(4.26)

.7551

.190

491

abnegative sign indicates greater likelihood of default
t-statistics in parentheses
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TABLE A-3

Dependent Variable--Assignment or Foreclosure Given Default

Explanatory variablesa

Number of times project
reinstated

Project never finally
endorsed

Percent rental units
vacantin census tract

Number of units in
project

Average household size
in project

Percent unemployment
in census tract

Non-profit sponsor

Default prior to
final endorsement

Average head of house
hold in project

Percent tenants admitted not
due to displacement priority

Constant

Sample size

1

.4420 b
(8.22)

.4198
(3.22)

-.0060
(2.51)

.00087
(2.30)

-.0640
(1.65)

-.0209
(l.60)

.1738
(2.47)

.5798

.614

82

2

.7061
(5.03)

.00096
(2.41)

-.1017
(2.51)

-.5732
(7.82 )

1.135

.548

82

3

.6275
(4.46)

.00088
(2.13)

-.5960
(8.23)

.0047
(1.93)

.0021
(1.80 )

.5596

.547

82

anegative sign indicates greater likelihood of assignment or
b foreclosure, given default
t-statistics in parentheses
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APPENDIX B 

REGRESSION EQUATIONS FROM MENDELSOHN STUDY 

Appendix B contains regressions using a logit model as reported 

in the Mendelsohn study. 

..
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TABLE B-1

Dependent variable

Sample

aExplanatory variables

Median income of
census tract

Percent rental units
vacant in census tract

Percent apartments
in census tract

Median renter income
in SMSA

. Percent rental units
vacant in SMSA

Percent rental units
lacking plumbing in
SMSA

Non-profit sponsor

Percent rent supple
ment units in project

Rehab project

Final endorsement
date

Constant

Log of likelihood

Sample size

1
Defaulted in

lifetime
Finally endorsed

-.00005g
(2.86)

.0086
(1.84)

-.0042
(2.38)

.021
(3.11)

• .075
(4.19)

-.031
( .94)

.54
(5.32)

.0093
(2.44)

.45
(2.81)

.0012
( .33)

-3.23

-336

741

2
Defaulted in

lifetime
Not Finally

endorsed

-.00016
(2.74)

.021
(1.66)

-.01
(1.98)

.028
(1.58)

.064
(1.33)

-.071
( .76)

.67
(2.79)

-.0078
( .72)

.18
( .56)

-1.28

-65

158

3
Assigned

given default
Defaulted

-.000061
( .18)

.015
(1. 83)

-.013
(3.09)

.027
(1.81)

.020
( .54)

-.11
(1.46)

.13
( .63)

.010
(1.17)

-.0026
( .54)

-.0026
(2.41 )

-83

174

apositive sign indicates a greater likelihood of
b default/assignment
t-statistics in parentheses
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APPENDIX C 

REGRESSION EQUATIONS FROM THE BPA STUDY 

Appendix C contains regression equations as reported in the BPA 

study. Twenty-four regressions are reported on four tables. For each 

regression on a given table, the explanatory variables listed were 

entered stepwise. The first fifteen variables were selected for in-

elusion in the reported regressions. The dependent variable in each 

case is structured such that a positive sign on the coefficient of an 

explanatory variable indicates a greater likelihood of failure associ

ated with larger values of that coefficient. 

BPA began analysis with 91 varifbles. Of these, a reduced'set of 

27 variables was selected on the basis of "probable utility for pre

dicting failure." Table C-1 shows regressions run on the reduced set. 

Separate equations are shown for two definitions of failure: (1) fore

closure or assignment, and (2) foreclosure, assignment, or default; for 

each of three samples: (1) all projects, (2) projects with limited 

dividend sponsors, and (3) projects with nonprofit sponsors. Table C-2 

reports regressions using explanatory variables which could be gathered 

before a project is occupied or during the initial period of occupancy. 

Accordingly, the variables are known in the BPA report as the develop

ment set. Separate equations are again shown for two definitions of 

failure for each of three samples. Table C-3 reflects explana tory 

variables identified during the BPA study by HOD staff as being impor

tant to failure. Accordingly, the variables are known as the HUD set. 
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Finally, in Table C-4, regressions are reported for a small selected 

set of variables. The emphasis here is on selecting a minimum number 

of conceptually important variables. 
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TABLE C-1
Reduced Set Regressions

Dependent variablea

Sample

_ 1_ _2_
F1 F2
All Projects

_ 3_ _4_
F1 F2

Limited Dividend

_5_ _6_
Fl F2
Non-profit

bExplanatory variables
Waiver of replacement

reserve .•.........•.....056* .172* .095 .101* .255*

---- .032

.026 -.071*

--- -.066*

.099* -.127*

.0015*

.072*

.0054*

.0061*

.160*

.229*

.166*

.0045*

.143*

.-0075

-.128*

-.071
-.00084

.41

-.00023

-.146*

.0054*

.0034

.044

.026

.0012*

.259*

-.066

-.00011
-.00014*

-.068
.308

.33

-.058

-.107*
-.047
-.109*

.0075*

.108*

.241*

.0045*

.106*

.165

.36

-.0010*
.104*

-.127*
.082*

-.082*

-.063

-.157*
.0098*

.022

.285

.13

.00021

.042

-.010
-.146*

.0018

-.066

-.0022*

-.000029* -.00015*

-.018

.077*
-.0075
-.042*
-.015

-.018

.0077*

.106*

.124*

.053*

.231*

.0041*
-.052

.0013

.077

.061*

.00029

.044

.029

•141 .167

.23 .37

.00017* .00020

--- .0045*

-.044*

•00017* -
-.000059* -.00014*

-.067*
.0048*

CONSTA.NT ••••••••••••••••
2

R ••••••••••••••••••••••

Modification or waiver
of princ. pymts. • ••••••

Negative cash flow ••••••
Project in Region III
Project in Region IV
Project in suburb
Project in city other

than core .
Good physical environment
% vacancy in project ••••
% maintenance due

to vandalism •••••••••••
Low rise project ••••••••
Air conditioning ••••••••
% nonwhite tenants ••••••
Tenant council ••••••••••
Rent strikes ••••••••••••
Non-profit sponsor ••••••
Coop. s~onsored •••••••••
Replacement reserve

as % of estimated
replacement cost •••••••

(Revenue-cost)/unit •••••
Management quality

rated high •••••••••••••
Single management

since occupancy ••••••••
Prog. 221(d)(3)RS •••••••
Prog. 236 •.....•••••••••
Init. yr. cost-est. cost

as % of est. cost ••••••
Months of building & HUD

processing time ••••••••
Info. on replacement

reserve-balance missing
HUn personnel gave

adequate technical
assistance •••••••••••••

:F1 • foreclosure or assignment; F2 • foreclosure, assignment, or default
positive sign indicates greater likelihood of failure

* significant at .90
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TABLE C-2
Development Set Regressions

Dependent variablea

Sample

_ 1_ _2_
F1 F2
All Projects

_ 3_ _4_
F1 F2

Limited Dividend

_5_ _6_
F1 F2
Non-profit

bExplanatory variables
Project in Region III ••• -.070*
Project in Region VI •••• --
Project in suburb ••••••• .037*
Urban Renewal Area •••••• ---
Adequate social amenities -----
Good physical environment -.081*
Neighborhood feels safe • -.088*
Insufficient market

demand at occupancy •••••044
Other BUD subsidized
units in area •••••••••• -----

Other private sector
units in area •••••••••• -----

Conventional units

-.119*
-.094*

.062

-.038
-.041*

-.004*
.034

-.138*
-.080*

.025*

-.137* -.189* -.126*

------ ------ .099

.070 -.099 ------
-.195* ------ ------
-.072 -.125* -.222*

.091* .114* ------

------ ------ .146*

.043 ------

comparable •••••••••••••
Fl~or area per unit •••••
Density (units/acre) ••••
Parking spaces per unit •
Low rise project ••••••••
Recreation building •••••
Number of units •••••••••
Air conditioning ••••••••
% maintenance due to
construction defects •••

Non-profit sponsor ••••••
Coop. sponsor •••••••••••
Estimated replacement

cost per unit ••••••••••
% increase of first
rent increase ••••••••••

Land as % of replace
ment cost (est.) •••••••

Consultant used in
development stage ••••••

Sponsor owns management
entity .

Sponsor had previous
HUn projects •••••••••••

Months from permission to
occupy to 75% occupancy.

-.034*

.062*

.0038*

.055*

.00025*

.050*

-.040

.0055*

.123*
-.101*

.00029

-.075*

.0061*

.000034

-.0067*
.025

-.0017*

-.040

-.037*

-.057*

-.037

-.00085*

.038

-.216*

-.133*

-.103*

-.059

-.600
-.114*

.0054*

.00080*

-.083*

-.084*
.0011*

.0048*

.000018*

.00055*

.108*

.020*

continuned on following page
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TABLE C-2: Development Set Regressions, continued

Dependent variablea

Sample

_ 1_ _2_
F1 F2
All Projects

_ 3_ _4_
F1 F2

Limited Dividend

_5_ _6_
F1 F2
Non-profit

bExplanatory variables
Program 22l(d)(3)RS ••••• -.072
Program 236 ••••••••••••• -.057*
Init. yr. revenue est.
error (%) ••••••••••••••. 00018*

-.129*
-.157*

.00018*

-.142*
-.188*
-.189*

.00010*
Init. yr. cost est.

error (%) ...........•.. ------ .00050 .00065*

.0049*

.344

.19

Init. yr. real estate
tax est. error (%) ••••• --- ----

Init. yr. net revenue
est. error (%) ••••••••• -.00019* -.00031*

Months of building & HUD
processing time •••••••• ---

% rent supplement tmits. ---
CONSTANT •••••••••••••••• .236

2R • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .19

.261

.13

.00021

.0069*
-.00090

.441

.23

.0014*

-.00030* -.00044*

--- .0051*

.587 -.051

.31 .24

:Fl • foreclosure or assignment; F2 ~ foreclosure, assignment, or default
positive sign indicates g~eater likelihood of failure

*significant at .90
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TABLE C-3
HOD Set Regressions

Dependent variablea

Sample

_ 1_ _2_
F1 F2
All Projects

_ 3_ _4_
F1 F2

Limited Dividend

_5_ _6_
F1 F2
Non-profit

bExplanatory variables
Waiver of replacement

reserve .103* .230* .115* .176* .342*

Rent strikes since
first occupancy........ .120* ------

Non-profit sponsor •••••• .069* .103*
Management quality

rated high ••••••••••••• -.106*
Sponsor employs manager • -.071* ------
Manager in residence.... --- ----
Program 22l(d) (3)RS ••••• -.056* ------
Program 236 ••••••••••••• ----- ---
Last annual physical

inspection: good ••••• -.182* -.129*
Last annual physical

inspection: fair ••••• -.120* ----
Init. yr. revenue less
est. revenue as % of
est. revenue •••••••••• .00011* ----

Init. yr. cost less est.
cost as % of est. cost ----- ----

.428* .307*

.116* .176*

.00016* ------

.166*

.160*

.130*

.111*

.170*

.182*

-.299*

.0011* .0013*

.082*

.102*

.062*

-.115*

-.106* -.166*
-.116* ------
-- .125*

-.093* ------
-- .010*

-.019

.172*

.253*

.078*

.159*

-.095*

-.050

-.00056

-.068*

-.238*

-.058*

-.066*

.027

.035

.090*

-.00017

-.211*

-.019

.055*

.047*
-.035*

-.056*
-.184*

-.233*

-.029*

.063*

.118*

.242*

-.070*

-.053*
.197*
.056*

:".097*

.046*

.066*
-.055*

-.078*

-.114*

Modification or waiver
of princ. pymts ••••••••

Negative cash flow ••••••
Project in suburb •••••••
Urban renewal area ••••••
Good physical environment
Neighborhood feels safe •
Other HUD subsidized

units 1n area ••••••••••
Vandalism severe ••••••••
Vandalism slight ••••••••
Adequate police

protection •••••••••••••
Density (units/acre) ••••
Parket spaces/unit ••••••
2-bedroom units •••••••••
3-bedroom units •••••••••
Low rise project ••••••••
Recreation buildings ••••
Air conditioning ••••••••
Tenant council ••••••••••

continued on following page
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TABLE C-3: RUD Set Regressions. continued

a
_ 1_ _2_ _ 3_ _ 4_ _5_ _6_

Dependent variable F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2
Sample All Pro1ects Limited Dividend Non-profit

Explanatorv variablesb

Init. yr. net revenue
less est. net revenue as
% of est. net revenue -.00020* -.00030* ----- .00056* -.00034* -.00040*

Age from initial occu-
pancy is 2 yr. or less . -.046* -.078* -.043* -.148* -.124* -----

Age 3 yr. or less ....... ----- -.103* ---- -.170* ----- ----
Age 5 yr. or less ....... --- -- .082* ----- ---- ---
CONSTANT ................ .357 .300 .396 .645 .198 -.855

R2 ...................... .24 .33 .28 .32 .33 .40

abF1 • foreclosure or assignment; F2 • foreclosure. assignment. or default
positive sign indicates greater likelihood of failure

*significant at .90
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TABLE C-4
Selected Set Regressions

Dependent variablea

Sample

_ 1_ _2_
Fl F2
All Projects

_3_ _4_
Fl F2

Limited Dividend

_5_ _6_
Fl F2
Non-profit

Explanatory variablesb

Good physical environment
% vacancy in project ••••
% maintenance due to
construction defects •••

% nonwhite tenants ••••••
(Revenue-cost)/unit •••••
Sponsor owns management
entity .

Single management since
occupancy .•.•••••••••••

Initial year net revenue
estimate error •••••••••

Age from initial occu-
pancy is 2 yr. or less •

Age is 3 yrs. or less
Age is 4 yrs. or less •••
Age is 5 yrs. or less •••
CONSTANT ••••••••••••••••

2R ••••••••••••••••••••••

-.093*
.006*

.002*

.0003
-.0001*

-.035*

-.087*

-.0002*

-.158*
-.132*
-.081*

.066

.831

.23

-.083*
.011*

.002*

.001*
-.0002*

-.082*

-.134*

-.0003*

-.270*
-.254*
-.133*
-.088*

.575

.29

-.167*
.002*

-.0006
.0003

-.0001*

-.015

-.046*

.003*

.005

.008

.037

.102*

.235

.14

-.204*
.010*

-.0005
.0005

-.0001*

-.087*

-.095*

-.002

-.440*
-.428*
-.300*
-.260

.823

.26

-.023
.007*

.002*
-.0002
-.0002*

-.085*

-.101*

-.0004*

-.420*
-.336*
-.210*
-.277*

.583

.38

.032

.009*

.003

.0009
-.0003*

-.014

-.189*

-.0005*

-.322*
-.241*
-.144
-.026

.658

.31

abF1 • foreclosure or assignment; F2 • foreclosure, assignment, or default
positive sign indicates greater likelihood of failure

* significant at .90


